Résume. -L'apparition d'une polarisation non nulle des neutrons est prévue lors de leur diffusion par les corps magnétiques ne présentant pas d'aimantation spontanée (ferromagnétiques audessus de T c ; au-dessous de ï c , subdivisés en domaines; verres de spin en l'absence de champ extérieur, antiferromagnétiques). Cette polarisation qui est due aux corrélations dynamiques entre spins impliquant trois atomes, résulte du phénomène d'interféren-ce entre les termes du premier et du deuxième ordre dans la théo-rie des perturbations pour l'amplitude de diffusion magnétique. La direction de cette polarisation e^t parallèle à la normale au plan de diffusion, n = [kxk'J où k et k' sont les impulsions des neutrons incidents et diffusés respectivement. Cet effet est extrêmement sensible à la dynamique du système de spins, dans un phénomène de diffusion élastique il n'apparaît pas. Sa valeur est déterminée par le rayon des corrélations de spins et par l'amplitude du processus de désintégration des fluctuations paires de spin en deux fluctuations (ou de la fusion de deux fluctuations en une seule). D'après le calcul [lj , lors de la diffusion dans les ferromagnétiques au-dessus de T , pour T = (T-T )/T de l'ordre de 10~3, une polarisation de l'ordre de 10~3 a 10 -4 est attendue. Une telle valeur est en accord avec les résultats des mesures pour le fer [2]. Des mesures semblables dans les phases verre de spin, au voisinage des transitions de ces phases vers l'état paramagnétique, dans les phases aspéromagnétiques semblent présenter le plus grand intérêt.
Abstract. -Polarization of neutrons in their scattering from magnets which do not have a macroscopic moment is predicted. (This refers to ferromagnets above T c , or below T c in the multidomain state, spin glasses in the absence of external field, and antiferromagnets). The polarization which is due to threepoint dynamic spin correlations originates from the interference of contributions in the first and second orders of the perturbation theory for the magnetic scattering amplitude. It is directed parallel to the normal to the scattering plane, n = [£*£'], where £ and IP are the incident and scattered neutron momenta, respectively. This effect is extremely sensitive to the spin system dynamics and is absent in elastic scattering. Its magnitude is determined by the spin correlation length and by the amplitude of the pair spin fluctuation decay ( experiments for the spin glass phase and near the fransitions from the latter to the paramagnetic and asperomagnetic phases seem to be of most interest.
The cross section of polarized neutron scattering in magnets which do not possess a macroscopic magnetic moment does not usually depend on the initial polarization Po. The polarization of the neutrons scattered in ferromagnets above Tc (or below Tc, if they are in the multidomain state), spin glasses and antiferrornagnets without external magnetic field varies in both magnitude and direction while remaining in the scattering plane. At the same time scattering of unpolarized neutrons does not create polarization.
These well known features originate primarily from the neutron's magnetic interaction energy being very small, the Born approximation being, as a rule valid for the description of the scattering in magnets.
Indeed, the polarization P is a pseudovector. The scattering amplitude in the Born approximation depends only on the momentum transfer hc which is a true vector. Therefore if the scattering medium does not have a macroscopic pseudovector, e.g. magnetization, then the scattering of unpolarized neutrons gives P=O. For the same reason the scattering cross section does not depend on the initial polarization P, if it does exist.
In a general case, however, the sc~ttering amplitude depends on the momentum of the incident neutrons b& and that of the scattered ones k@ separately, rather than on h<=hkr -only. Thus there is a pseudovec~or directLon defined by the normal to the scattering plane
along which the polarization can appear. To check that the polarization does indeed appear, and to see what additional conditions it v~ould entail consider the next after the Born approximation. Ilre write the amplitude of the probability of a neutron's transition in magnetic scattering from a state with mo-2 2 mentum and energy E = h k /2m to a state with momentum Gr and energy E = h2kr */2m in the f o m
~R , = E , -E , q , =~-k , , ~= = E , -F , the matrix element of the neutron's interaction with the magnet being detemined by the well-known relation 131 23 h2
where m is the neutron mass, we will have if = 0. In the next order in the interaction U there will appear for two terms due to the interference of the first and second terms in the expansions f$p and f r ,~
. Each of these terms is proportional to the integral over the nautron intermediate states of the Fourier transform of the three-point spin correlator
. .-
The 8 -function in definition (4) comes from the energy consemation law, xu, = w, + w, + +.
Consider briefly the main properties of this correlator. Since +'ax is a mean of the product of three projections of t-odd pseudovector quantities, it should be a t-odd third rank pseudotensor. The spatial odd parity of makes it possible to determine its tensor structure. From the three availabLe veztors-<,, <, , where the expression for 7, differs from that for P only in the angular factor in the braces in the integrand of ( 5 ) , with the vector P, just as , directed along 3 . Note that the latter fact results in a right-left asymmetry observed experimentally by Okorokov et a1 121.
Thus we see that the appearance of polarization and the rightleft asymmetry in the scattering cross section do indeed exist, and they can be used for an experimental investigation of the three-point correlations in magnets.
As already mentioned, however, these effects are quite small. Indeed, P is proportional to a small quantity r, = 2 . 8 x 10"~ cm which is five orders of magnitude smaller than the characteristic quantities of the same dimension involved in the problem, i.e. the interatomic distance or the thermal neutron wavelength. Besides, the phenomena in question are essentially inelastic, the quantity Rather than repeating these calculations [ I ] , t v e will consider quantitatively the pattern of the angular and temperature dependenced of the polarization and make a straightforvrard evaluation of the effect basing on scaling. We vrill explain also why the enhancement turned out to be not very large and will argue for the possibility of expecting much stronger enhancement of the effects in other systems.
We note first that polarization cannot appear in zero-angle scattering. On the other hand, because of the inelastic character of the phenomena involved, the major contribution to the effectscomes from the region of the neutron energy transfers (both when in the intermediate and in the final state) close to the characteristic spin excitation energies. In other words, being functions of the energy transfer, these effects should have a maximum at some h w -h R q , where h 9 , is the characteristic energy of critical fluctuatlons. Because of the conservation laws, the momentum transfer is a function of the energy transfer, so that at scattering angles a<< 1 , One has to bear in mind, however, that the maximum is reaqhed when the condition =cq<qin is satisfied. Now q i n m ( A T~) -~I , i.e. it decreases with increasing A and decreasing T, . Therefore when increasing the wavelength and selecting magnets with high Tc, we should at the same time reduce 2 . Estimates for the iron (Tc-1043 K) carried out for h = 10 and ?: ,L low3 yield an enhancement of the effect by not more than an order of magnitude. Note that the dynamic exponent 2; z 5/2 is valid when only the exchange interaction is taken into account. Generally speaking, that is true for sufficiently large 1 : while at ?J --1 o -~ one should include into consideration also the dipole forces which change the dynamic sealing (an evaluation for this case is presented in ref.
[ I ] ) .
Rote in conclusion that in the case of scattering in spin glasses there are grounds to expect a large enhancement of the effects at least near the transition from the ferromagnetic to the asperomagnetic or speromagnetic phase. A drastic softening of dynamics in the transition region has been revealed in inelastic neutron scattering experiments in PexCrl-x [6] ,as well as in metal glasses 173. This softening is also evidences from measurements [8] of the nonlinear susceptibility near the transition from the paramagnetic to the spin glass state, Tf dynamic scaling may be used in the description of these transitions, the exponent z for them should be very large. Therefore even if E is not much small than Tcka, qin may become very small thus producing a sharp growth of 7 in the region k 4 -%n . , 65A (1978) . . 
